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DESCRIPTION OF THE METEOROID DETECTION EXPERIMENT FLOWN 

ON THE PIONEER 10 AND 11 JUPITER FLYBY MISSIONS 

Compiled by Robert L. O'Neal 

Langley Research Center 

SUMMARY 

A Meteoroid Detection Experiment instrument system has been developed and quali
fied for flight on the Pioneer 10 and 11 Jupiter flyby missions. The instrument consists 
of 0.5 m2 of penetration-sensitive sensors subdivided into 234 individual stainless-steel 
pressurized cells and an electronics system for detecting, counting, and storing the 
occurrence of meteoroid penetration events. The Pioneer 10 instrument exposed 25-/im-
thick stainless-steel pressurized cells and the Pioneer 11 instrument exposed 50-Mm-
thick stainless-steel pressurized cells to the meteoroid environment. The instrument 
system weighed 1662 grams and consumed less than 750 mW of electrical power. This 
system was within the 1770 g and 1 W specified for the instrument. 

A simulated life test program was conducted to verify the ability of the penetration 
sensor system to operate satisfactorily over a period of 1 year in a simulated space 
environment with no degradation in performance. 





I. INTRODUCTION 

By Robert L. O'Neal 

Langiv y Research Center 

In the past decade, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has been 
active in planning and conducting missions which utilize instrumented spacecraft to study 
planets of the solar system. Pioneer 10 and 11 are part of this continuing exploration 
program. The Pioneer 10 and 11 program, being managed by NASA Ames Research 
Center at Moffett Field, California, has the main objective of studying the planet Jupiter. 
Other mission objectives are the study of the interplanetary medium between Earth and 
Jupiter, the study of the nature of the Asteroid Belt, and the development of technology 
req-ired for missions to planets beyond Jupiter. 

The first of these two Jupiter flyby missions began in March 1972 with the launch of 
the Pioneer 10 spacecraft from Cape Kennedy, Florida. The mission trajectory is such 
that the spacecraft passed near the planet Jupiter early in December 1973. Pioneer 11 
was launched in April 197? for a similar Jupiter flyby early in December 1974. 

The Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft carry several scientific instruments (see fig. I-l) 
to make measurements related to the mission objectives. A group of investigators at 
NASA Langley Research Center is responsible for conducting one of the experiments on 
each of these two missions. This experiment, designated as the Meteoroid Detection 
Experiment, has the objective of measuring the spatial density of very small meteoroids 
as the spacecraft travels through interplanetary space, special emphasis being placed on 
making these measurements in the Asteroid Belt. The Pioneer 10 experiment will detect 
particles capable of penetrating 25-(im stainless-steel sheet, and the Pioneer 11 experi
ment will detect particles capable of penetrating SO-fim stainless-steel sheet. If 
an average meteoroid normal impact velocity of 18 km/sec, a meteoroid density of 
0.5 g/cm3, and the use of the penetration equation recommended in reference I - l are 
assumed the Pioneer 10 experiment will detect 10"^ gram and larger particles and the 
Pioneer 11 experiment will detect 10"° gram and larger particles. 

These data are used in the continuing effort to better define the meteoroid environ
ment of the solar system and thus give insight and understanding of the dynamics and 
source of particulate matter in the universe. In addition, they will give an indication of the 
impact damage hazard presented to spacecraft operating in interplanetary space. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe in detail the Meteoroid Detection Experi
ment instrument design, fabrication, testing, and operation. A number of individuals and 
specialists were responsible for significant contributions in the development of this instru
ment and have contributed the subsequent sections of the paper relating to their particular 
areas. 
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n . TECHNICAL APPROACH 

By Robert L. O'Neal 
Langley Research Center 

DESIGN APPROACH 

The objectives of the Meteoroid Detection Experiment are accomplished by measur
ing the time, and thus the rate, of meteoroid penetrations in pressurized-cell-type pene
tration detectors along the spacecraft trajectory. The pressurized cell type of meteoroid 
detection system has been used extensively in Earth orbit (Explorers XHI, XVI, and XXni) 
and in lunar orbit (on all Lunar Orbiter Spacecraft). A description of those applications 
can be found in references II-1 to II-3. Each of these previous meteoroid penetration 
experiments measured flux levels in a particular region of space, and in so doing meas
ured a time-averaged meteoroid flux. In these previous experiments, the decrease in 
sensor-sensitive area as cells were penetrated was of minor concern since the experi
ments were conducted over a time period sufficient to obtain statistically good data sam
ples of the meteoroid environment. The Pioneer 10 and 11 experiment arc different since 
their objectives are to measure an environment level which may vary throughout the 
regions of space through which they fly. This requirement dictated that the experiment 
sensors have sufficient area and have sufficient ceils remaining at any point between 
Earth and Jupiter to be able to detect variations in the environment. To Jefine the mini
mum size and thus the lightest weight experiment capable of detecting such environment 
variations, a parametric study was made where sensor thickness, total sensor area, and 
the number of cells were systematically varied and the penetration history calculated for 
an estimated interplanetary meteoroid environment model. These calculations showed 
that if the meteoroid environment model presented in reference II-4 was used, a meaning
ful experiment could be accomplished with a sensor area of 0.5 m2 subdivided into at 
least 200 individual pressurized cell sensors for both 25- and 50-fxm-thick stainless-
steel sensors. Based on these results, a decision was made to fly 0.5 m2 of 25-fxm-
thick sensors on Pioneer 10 and 0.5 m2 of 50-(Jm-thick sensors on Pioneer 11, each 
being subdivided into at least 200 pressurized cells. Stainless steel was selected as 
the test material for sensing meteoroid penetrations since it had been used to obtain 
extensive data in Earth and Lunar orbit, and the interplanetary data could, therefore, be 
correlated with that data with minimum uncertainty. This extensive use had demonstrated 
stainless steel could be used to fabricate very reliable penetration detectors. 

In principle, tht . jessurized cell detector consists of a cavity which is pressurized 

with gas and equipped with a pressure-monitoring device. The test material constitutes 

that part of the pressure-carrying detector structure exposed to the space environment. 

If and when a meteoroid penetrates the test material, the gas in the cavity will leak out 



and the loss in pressure will be detected as a penetration. The number of cells which 

have been penetrated is determined at each interrogation of the spacecraft. 

The Pioneer 10 and 11 instrument systems were subjected to a very stringent weight 
and electrical power budget to maximize the number of experiments and the scientific 
return from the unique scientific opportunities. The weight and power budgets allocated 
to the Meteoroid Detection Experiment were 1770 g and 1 W. It was necessary ;o develop 
a new pressurized cell and sensing technique in order to achieve the required number of 
pressurized cells and remain within the weight and power limits. The pressurized cell 
detectors developed were in multi-cell panel form and were mounted to the back ri the 
spacecraft high-gain antenna dish at the points noted in figure II-1 and n-2 . The original 
concept was to fly 12 of these detector panels on each spacecraft. After the panel loca
tions on the spacecraft had been finalized, a spacecraft system sunshade (see fig. II-2) 
had to be enlarged and, as a result, one of the panels was partially shielded from the 
meteoroid environment. A 13th detector panel was allocated to the experiment to com
pensate for this lof s in effective sensor area. 

During the mission the spacecraft spins about the axis through the center of the high-

gain antenna dish and, with the exception of the first few hours after launch, the dish points 

toward Earth. The spacecraft trajectory and spacecraft attitude are such that the velocity 

vector of impacting meteoroids is generally within 30° of the spacecraft spin axis. Vari

ations in these parameters which affect the angle at which meteoroids impact the detector 

panels are considered in the reduction of the meteoroid penetration data. 

DESIGN VERIFICATION 

The Meteoroid Detection Experiment system design evolved through a comprehensive 
development program. The system design was verified by a series of mechanical and 
electrical functional tests made at the unit level and also made with the instrument 
mechanically and electrically integrated with the Pioneer spacecraft system. The instru
ment flight units were flight qualified through a series of tests conducted both at the unit 
level and spacecraft level. In addition to meeting the mechanical and electrical functional 
specifications imposed by the Pioneer Project, an extensive program was conducted to 
verify that the instrument would be capable of reliably detecting meteoroid penetration 
events under the severe thermal, vacuum, and radiation environments of space. Special 
thermal- vacuum tests were conducted where flight-type detector panels were subjected 
to a continuous functional test under vacuum for a period of 1 year. One group of panels 
was maintained at room temperature and a second group at liquid nitrogen temperature. 
A series of radiation tests were also conducted where flight-type pressure switches were 
functionally tested while being irradiated at levels exceeding those expected in flight. The 
results of these experiment functional tests are discussed in separate sections of this 
pape''. 
8 
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ni . PRESSURE CELL DETECTOR PANELS 

By B. B. Brown, J r . 

Langley Research Center 

INTRODUCTION 

Although considerable experience existed in the fabrication and use of pressurized 
cells for meteoroid detection in space, it was necessary to devise and develop new design 
concepts in order to accomplish the experiment o' 'ctives with the small weight 
(1770 grams) allotted to the instrument. Early trade-off studies resulted in a weight 
breakdown for instrument design as follows: 

Item Weight, grams 

Pressurized panels 680 

Pressure switches 455 

Electronic system 455 

Contingency 180 

Total 1770 

The pressurized cells flown on Explorer XXni (ref. n i - l ) , each exposing 90 cm2 of 

sensitive area and weighing 78 grams, were too large and too heavy to meet these design 

criteria. To accomplish the Pioneer experiment design objective of 0.5 m2 of sensitive 

area subdivided into 200 pressurized cells, it was necessary to maximize sensitive area 

with respect to cell internal volume. This condition dictated essentially flat detectors 

and led to the "air mattress" configuration used in the experiment. 

Initia? '"fforts to fabricate air-mattress-type detector units indicated the rejection 
rate in order to obtain acceptable flight detector arrays would be significant. To reduce 
the impact of rejected panels on cost and schedule, a decision was made to subdivide the 
0.5 m2 into 12 individual panels. This configuration would, in addition, be more adaptable 
to mounting to the back of the spacecraft high-gain antenna dish than would large arrays . 
Development fabrication and tests led to the definition of 0.04 m2 panels with each sab-
divided into 18 individually pressurized cells. 

A detailed set of written manufacturing, test, and inspecHon procedures were formu
lated in the instrument design and construction verification phase. These procedures 
were followed in all fabrication, inspection, and test activities involving prototype and 
flight hardware. Written records of the history of each detector panel were maintained 
and showed the results of all tests and inspections. 

i^tiU.hULs(. PAUL hLAJsiv xNU. liLAi^.' 13 



FABRICATION 

Some details of the panels, dimensions, and construction are noted in figures n i - l 
and III-2. The individual cells were fabricated by resistance-welding two sheets, one 
25 iim thick and the other 50 fim thick, of annealed 21-6-9 type stainless steel together 
in a manner to form cavities between the two sheets for later pressurization. The weld 
pattern for forming the cavities is visible in the photograph (fig. III-3) of a panel struc
ture being welded. A small hole was made in one end of each of the cavities and a 
copper pressurization tube inserted and silver soldered in place. The preparation of 
the holes for placement of the pressurization tubes is shown in figure 111-4. The installa
tion and silver soldering operations are shown in figures n i -5 and n i -6 . Adjacent cells 
had the tube installed in opposite ends so that the panel distortion resulting from the tubes 
would be symmetrical. 

After the pressurization tubes were silver soldered in place, the panel was cleaned 
internally of any solder flux residue by circulating 100° C deionized distilled water through 
each cell for 2 hours. The apparatus used for this operation is shown in figure HI-7. 
After the flushing was complete, each panel was heated to 100° C in a vacuuixi oven for a 
period of 1 hour to remove all water from the cavities. The integrity of each Silver sol
der joint was checked by connecting a helium-sensitive leak detector to each cell a.id 
flooding the exterior of the joint with gaseous heliu-n. Only those panels with no leaks 
were carried further in the fabrication process. 

A pressure switch assembly was soft soldered to each of the pressurization tubes. 

The switch assemblies were installed so that the switch terminals face the same direction 

as the stainless steel being exposed to the space environment; that is , the switch termi

nals were on the 25-fim side for Pioneer 10 panels and on the 50-fim side for Pioneer 11 

panels. A photograph of the switch installation is shown in figure HI-8. A panel with 

pressure switches installed is shown being leak checked in figure in -9 . Again, only 

those panels displaying no leaks were carried further in the manufacturing process. At 

this point, the panels were ready for pressurization and final sealing. 

The gas used as the pressurizing medium for the celh" is a mixture of 75-percent 
argon and 25-percent nitrogen. The panels were pressurized by using a manifold 
arrangement as shown in figure HI-10. The cells were pressurized to 1175 mm Hg at 
22° C and the fill tubes crimped and sealed with soft solder. The sealing operation is 
shown in figuie HI-11. The pressurized panels were then leak checked to determine the 
integrity of the complete panel. Figure 111-12 is a photograph of a panel being placed in 
the leak-check facility. The allowable leak rate used for an acceptable panel was 
1 X 10-3 std cm3/sec or less. This leak rate of 1 x 10-9 gtd cm3/sec wou'd require over 
5 years for a cell to leak to a pressure sufficient to activate the pressure switch. 

14 



Elxpansion joints to allow the panels to flex with changes in temperature and load 

were put in all panels passing the leak test. A photograph of this process is shown in 

figure m-13 

The pressure switches were wired by connecting the 18 switches In parallel. The 
wiring terminated at a terminal block located at one corner of the panel. The spacecraft 
wiring harness connects the terminal block of each panel to the instrument electronics unit 
located in the spacecraft instrument compartment. After the electrical leads were sol
dered to each switch and to the terminal block, the end of each panel including switches 
and wiring was ultrasonically cleaned. Each electrical connection was then primed with 
p r y nrimpr^ pnrap.sulated with General Electric silicone rubber RTV-511, and cured. 
The application of silicone rubber to the switches is shown in figure 111-14. The ihiped-
ance between the two terminals at the terminal block was measured to ascertain that the 
impedance was at least 1 TO at 500 volts. 

The rear surface of each panel was cleaned, primed, and painted with a flat black 
paint to provide thermal control during the flight mission. Stiffening brackets were 
attached to each end and to the middle of each panel. These brackets provided rigidity 
to the panel to enable it to withstand spacecraft launch loads. The brackets were potted 
to the panel with RTV-511 and RTV-102 silicone rubber. The process is shown in 
figure m-15 . 

A shield was placed over each bank of pressure switches to minimize electromag
netic interference to other instruments and spacecraft systems when a pressure switch 
fires. The shield material is a 75-fim-thick three-ply laminate of aluminum-Mylar-
aluminum. The shield material was folded around the switches and interconnecting 
wiring and glued in place. The shield is noted in the photograph of a completed panel. 
(See fig. m-16.) 

Each completed panel was then checked to insure that no argon leaks greater than 
1 X 10-9 st(i cm3/sec were present. After a panel successfully passed the leak check, it 
was then ready for either qualification-level or flight-acceptance-level thermal-vacuum 
and vibration tests . 

The average weight of each detector panel produced for flight was 96 grams. 

PANEL TEST PROGRAM 

The pressurized cell detector panel design was achieved and verified with the aid 
of a very thorough test program. Qualification tests were conducted on pressurized cell 
panels, manufactured as previously described, to determine the capability of the panels 
to function normally after exposure to higher than expected handling, system tests, launch 
and space flight environments. Flight acceptance tests were conducted on all panels 
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fabricated as flight and flight backup units to verify the ability of the panels to function 

after normally anticipated conditions of launch and space flight environments. In addition 

to the qualification and acceptance test programs, a life test program was conducted to 

verify the operation of prototype pressurized cell panels over an extended period under 

simulated conditions of space flight. 

The qualification and flight acceptance test programs are treated in the following 

paragraphs whereas the life tests a re treated in a separate section of this paper. 

Qualification Test Program 

Qualification tests were conducted on 12 prototype pressurized cell panels as 

follows: 

Humidity test.- The test panels were installed in a temperature and humidity cham

ber with conditions as follows: 

Temperature 30° C ± 3° 
Humidity 95% ± 3̂ ?; 

The duration of the humidity test was 24 hours. After completion of the test, each panel 

was given a visual inspection, impedance check, and leak check. 

Steady-state acceleration.- Each of the test panels was attached to a spin table and 

subjected to an acceleration ol 48 g for a period ol 3 minutes. Each panel was given a 

visual inspection, impedance check, and leak check after the test. 

Shock test.- The test panels were subjected to a half sinusoidal shock test at levels 

and duration as specified below three times per axis. 

Axis 

All 

Level, g 

50 ± 5 

Duration, ms 

6 i 1 

Each panel was inspected and impedance and leak checked after the test. 

Vibration and acoustic tests.- Vibration and acoustic qualification was initially 
attempted by tests with panels mounted to a rigid base on a shaker table. The vibration 
levels specified by the Pioneer office were intended to represent vibration and acoustic 
environments. Results from initial tests indicated, however, that the panel environment 
achieved on the shaker was much more severe than the environment which panels would 
experience on the spacecraft during spacecraft level qualification tests. It was apparent 
that the rigid shaker base was not representative of the flight configuration mounting on 
the relatively flexible antenna structure. It was also apparent that the acoustic environ
ment could not be adequately simulated by vibration tests on a shaker table. Since time 
did not permit the design of a realistic unit level vibration test, spacecraft level tests 

16 



\ ' e re used for panel qualification. Prototype panels ve re mounted on the prototype space
craft for spacecraft level vibration and acoustic tests. After these tests, the panels and 
their mounting hardware were visually inspected and the panels were impedance checked 
and leak checked. 

Thermal and thermal-vacuum tests .- The set of 13 detector panels was subjected 
to the conditions of temperature and vacuum described in figure III-17. The pressure 
switches in each panel were monitored continuously during the tests to verify that there 
were no panel leaks or no inadvertent switch firings. All panels were leak checked and 
impedance checked after conipleti^.i of the test. 

Flight Acceptance Test Program 

Unit level-flight acceptance tests were limited to vibration and thermal and thermal-
vacuum. These tests are described as follows: 

Vibration.- The Pioneer 10 panels flight-acceptance vibration tests were accom
plished by successful operation of panels on the Pioneer 10 spacecraft during flight-
acceptance-level tests . Accelerometer data were obtained on panel vibration levels 
during these tests ard were used to design an acceptance test by using a shaker table for 
Pioneer 11 flight panels and for Pioneer 10 and 11 backup panels. These tests are 
described in tables III-l and 111-2. 

Thermal-vacuum environment.- All flight and backup panels were subjected to the 
temperature and vacuum environment shown in figure HI-17. Each panel had electrical 
leads attached and the pressure switches were monitored continuously for nanel leaks or 
inadvertent switch firings. After completion of the tests, all panels wert npedance 
checked and leak checked. 

TEST RESULTS 

Some panel failures were encountered during the qualification and acceptance tests . 
Six panels developed leaks in the early phase of the qualification-level thermal and 
thermal-vacuum test. Examination of test data and test setup revealed Inadequate shield
ing between the quartz heaters and the panels which resulted In panels reaching tempera
tures sufficient to melt the soft solder used in the pressure switches. This temperature 
was far in excess of the specified 94° C. The test fixture was modified to eliminate the 
possibility of hot spots in the panels and the test repeated with six new panels. The test 
was completed witl» no failures. 

During the attempts to qualify prototype panels using panels rigidly mounted to a 
shaker table for vibration and acoustic environment simulation, numerous panel leaks 
developed. These leaks were caused by switch and panel structural fatigue. It was con-
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eluded that the test levels specified and the test technique were not compatible. Subse
quent panel qualification was accomplished by qualification tests on the spacecraft. Qual
ification tests were accomplished with panels mounted on the spacecraft by using both 
rigid mounts and soft mounts. Failures from panel and switch structural fatigue were 
found in hard-mounted panels whereas panels with soft mounts that functioned as vibra
tion dampers suffered no active or incipient failures as verified by visual inspection, 
impedance tests, and leak tests. The vibration dampers were incorporated into the panel 
mounting design by the spacecraft contractor and no failures were encountered in subse
quent flight-acceptance testing. 

One pressurized cell developed a leak during the cold-soak part of the flight-
acceptance thernial-\'acuum tests for Pioneer 10 panels. This panel was inspected vis
ually, but the area of the leak could not be found. Since this panel was the only case of a 
leak developing after a panel was accepted and designated as a flight item, no changes in 
manufacturing or test procedures were made. Spare panels had been included in the test 
and one was substituted in place of the one with the leaking cell. 

No other failures were encountered in the test program. It is believed that all fail
ures resulting during qualification and acceptance testing were adequately analyzed, appro
priate corrective action was taken, and the pressurized panels were proven to be flight 
worthy. 
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TABLE i n - 1 . - Z-AXIS RANDOM VIBRATION FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS 

FOR PIONEER 11 FLIGHT PANELS 

Frequency, Hz 

20 to 40 

40 to 400 
400 to 2000 

Power spectral level, g2/Hz 

0.1 (at 40 Hz with 12 dB per octave 

roUup from 20 Hz) 

0.1 
0.1 (at 400 Hz with 12 dB per octave 

roUdown from 400 to 2000 Hz) 

TABLE ni -2 . - Z-AXIS RANDOM VIBRATION FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS 

FOR PIONEER 10 AND 11 BACKUP PANELS 

Frequency, Hz 

20 to 40 

40 to 400 
400 to 2000 

Power spectral level, g2/Hz 

0.2 (at 40 Hz with 12 dB per octave 

rollup from 20 Hz) 

0.2 

0.2 (at 400 Hz with 12 dB per octave 

rolldown from 400 to 2000 Hz) 
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IV. PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM 

By Leonard R. McMaster 
Langle> Research Center 

and 

Carl D. Parker 
Kesearch Triangle Institute 

INTRODUCTION 

The large number of pressurized cells necessary to accomplish the meteorold 
experiment on Pioneer 10 and 11 and the very small weight allowed for the experiment 
required the use of a unique sensor to detect penetrated pressure cells. At the beginning 
of the experiment design phase, an extensive survey of available pressure monitoring 
devices was made, but a developed system capable of meeting the functional weight and 
volume constraints placed on the experiment could not be identified. The pressure-
diaphragm-operated microswitch-type sensor used successfully in the Explorer mete-
oroid satellites was too large and too heavy for this experiment. Additionally, a 
microswitch-type sensor required individual electrical leads between the sensors and 
the instrument electronics unit and, consequently, significantly increased the weight of 
the experiment. 

As a result, a research effort was initiated at Langley Research Center to investi
gate the use of cold-cathode pressure-monitoring devices for application in meteorold 
experiments. Theoretically, this type of sensor offered several unique features which 
made it very attractive for use in the Pioneer experiment. These features were (1) it 
could be made lightweight and (2) several switches could be wired in parallel; thus, the 
wire wei^t would be greatly reduced. Based on promising prelimina tests and the 
poteutial advantages offered, a decision was made to proceed with the development of a 
cold-cathode-type pressure switch optimized for this experiment. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

A detailed description of the theory of operation of this type of sensor and some 
results of early tests in the research program are covered in reference IV-1. Some 
general details of how this device operates in the Pioneer experiment are given in the 
following paragraphs. 

A gas in its normal state is an excellent insulator, but when an electric field of 
svifficient intensity is applied, the gas will become conductive. The voltage at which con
duction will occur is a function of electrode geometry, electrode material, the gas being 
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used, the electric field, and gas pressure. For a given gas, electrode material, and 
electrode geometry, this relationship is illustrated by figure IV-J. At both higher and 
lower pressures, relatively larger voltages are required for breakdown. Thus, if the 
voltage impressed on the electrodes is above the minimum voltage Vj and the pres
sure p sufficiently high, a reduction in pressure to p will result in a change in con
duction between the electrodes. This condition is evident in figure IV-1 where a voltage 
of V2 is impressed across a pair of electrodes in a gas at a pressure of p . . In ihi^ 
dormant state, the current flow between the electrodes is essentially zero. If the pres
sure is allowed to decrease, a pressure p . is reached where a glow discharge between 
the electrodes occurs and a significant current flow exists. This condition will exist 
until the pressure decreases to a pressure p at which point the glow discharge is no 
longer sustained and the current flow between the electrodes will again be essentially 
zero. In this manner, the cold-cathode device acts as an off-on-off switch and was so 
used in the Pioneer experiment. 

ELECTRODE GEOMETRY 

In the study of cold-cathode pressure-sensing devices for meteorold experiment 
application (ref. IV-1) several electrode geometries were investigated. These studies 
indicated the optimiun electrode geometry for a discharge tube to be a thin-wire cathode 
and coaxial cylinder anode with the cathode grounded, but it also showed a simple parallel-
wire cathode-anode configuration to be an acceptable electrode geometry. Since parallel 
wire electrodes were simple, rugged, and commercially available, that electrode configu
ration was selected for future development and use in the experiment. The parallel rod 
electrode used in the experiment is shown in figure IV-2. This is a Kovar matched-
expansion dual-lead terminal. This device was produced commercially for use as an 
electrical feedthrough in vacuum applications. The electrode assembly was soft sol
dered into a copper holder which becomes part of the pressurized cell gas cavity when 
installed as illustrated in figure IV-3, Figure IV-4 shows the components which make up 
a switch-tee assembly. 

Numerous tests were conducted to establish Paschen characteristics of the pressure 
switch. The Paschen characteristics of the switch had to be defined in order to select 
the cell pressure and the switch voltage for proper switching action. Early attempts to 
establish the Paschen characteristics revealed that an initial ionization source was essen
tial for reliable, repeatable pressure cell Paschen characteristics. A suitable isotope to 
provide the required ionization source was selected in view of the following criteria: 

(1) The half-life of the isotope had to be long to insure an adequate activity through
out the flight mission. 
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(2) The range of the particle emitted had to be long relative to electrode spacing 
and yet pose no hazard to personnel. 

(3) A stable daughter was desired in the interest of simplicity, and 

(4) The isotope had to be available in a convenient form compatible with the 
experiment. 

Additionally, Pioneer specifications imposed the restrictions that 

(1) No gamma emitters be used, 

(2) The particle emission energy not exceed 7 MeV, and 

(3) The total activity level not exceed I ixCi. 

Restrictions on the total activity required that each of the 234 switches in the exper
iment use less than 1/234 fiCi and increased the importance of selecting an isotope with 
a convenient controllable form. At the time the selection was made, the total number of 
pressure cells had not been firmly established and the radioactivity level was limited to 
1/288 fiCi. 

Ni®3 was selected from a survey of isotopes as the most suitable for the experiment. 
It has a half-life of 92 years, is a beta emitter with a decay of 67 KeV, a suitable range of 
approximately 5 cm in air and 0.0013 cm in copper, and a stable daughter (Cu^^). It also 
poses no problem related to health hazards or Atomic Energy Commission regulations. 
A most important attribute was that it could be electroplated on the switch electrodes in 
precisely controlled, minute quantities. Reference IV-2 describes the Ni^^ plating proc
ess and summarizes the Ni^^ characteristics. The leakage current caused by betas 
leaving the cathode and arriving at the anode was calculated to be a negligible 6 x 10'^^ 
amperes for worse case conditions. All electrode assemblies electroplated were checked 
to determine the amount of radioactivity plated and only those with 1/288 MCI ± 15 percent 
were used jn the experiment. 

PRESSURIZING GAS SELECTION 

Initial switch characterization tests were conaucted with helium as the pressure 
cell working medium. Helium ^^a selected because of previous experience in its use in 
meteorold experiments and because techniques and equipment existed for detecting minute 
traces of this gas as required in pressurized cell leak tests. Later, the use of helium in 
the experiment was prohibited because one of the other scientific experiments on the 
Pioneer spacecraft was searching for helium as one of its scientific objectives and the 
use of helium would jeopardize the success of that experiment. An extensive program 
was then undertaken to identify another gas that wouid be acceptable for the meteorold 
detection experiment. 
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The Paschen characteristics of cells pressurized with neon, nitrogen, argon, neon-
nitrogen, and argon-nitrogen were established and evaluated in terms of switch firing 
levels, contamination sensitivity, thermal characteristics, and leak detection criteria. 

In order to obtain a high reliability, it was necessui> for the pressure cell to have 
a Paschen characteristic with a low minimum firing voltage and rise rapidly at pressures 
greater than or less than the minimum voltage and pressure. These characteristics pro
vided the desired safety margin between the firing voltage Vg and the operating voltage 
V2 at both low and high pressures. (See fig. IV-1.) 

Although stringent procedures were formulated and used to maintain cleanliness 
in tiie pressurized cell-switch system manufacture, it was desirable to use a gas the 
Paschen characteristics of which were not altered significantly by traces of moisture 
and air. This characteristic would make manufacture of the system easier and would 
also instill more confidence in the proper operation of the panel-switch system. 

Two items were considered in evaluating thermal characteristics of the candidate 
gases. Calculation of pressure cell temperatures indicated that the cells would have to 
operate tc temperatures as low as -164° C at the Jupiter distance. It was, therefore, 
necessary that the Paschen characteristics be acceptable over a range of temperatures 
from room temperature to at least -164° C. It was also desirable that the Paschen char
acteristics be acceptable to temperatures near that of liqi'id nitrogen, -196° C, to allow the 
use of liquid nitrogen as the workii-^ medium for switch characterization and development 
tests. 

Numerous switch characterization tests were conducted by using the candidate gases 
with varied results. It was found that the Paschen characteristics of the neon and neon-
nitrogen gas were altered significantly by traces of air in the gas The effects of these 
changes were to lower the Paschen curve at higher pressures and reduco the .nargin 
between switch firing voltage and operating voltage. The use of neon was eliminated on 
this basis. The nitrogen test data displayed a higher than desirable minimum voltage, 
but displayed a very desirable characteristic of increasing rapidly at pressures greater 
than or less than pn. Argon test data indicated acceptable Paschen characteristics, but 
since argon liquefies at a temperature greater than liquid nitrogen temperature, the r.se 
of pure argon was eliminated. Tests were then run with argon-nitrogen mixtures in a 
ratio sufficient for the argon not to liquefy at -196° C. Paschen data generated by use of 
such a mixture, 75 percent argon-25 percent nitrogen by volume, were acceptable, and 
this gas was selected as the pressurized cell gao All pressurized cell detectors manu
factured for flight were filled from a single container of gas. The results of a chemical 
analysis of the gas used are shown in table IV-1. 
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PASCHEN CURVE DEFINITION 

Numerous Paschen data were generates for the argon-nitrogen gas at both room 
and liquid nitrogen temperatures. Some typical data are shown in figure IV-5. Two tech
niques were used to obtain Paschen curve data. One technique was to set the pressure 
in a gas reservoir representing the pressure cell at a pressure sufficiently high so the 
switch would not fire at a given switch voltage. While holding the switch voltage con
stant, the pressure was slowly decreased and the pressure at which firing initiated was 
recorded. The other technique was to hold pressure constant and increase switch voltage 
until the switch fired. Both techniques were used to define the Paschen curve at room 
temperature and at cold temperature by immersing the gas reservoir and switch in liquid 
nitrogen. The data shewn in figure IV-5 have some scatter. Such factors as electrode 
spacing, electrode surface roughness, a-d nonuniformities at the electrode ends due to a 
cutting operation in switch manufacture contribute io the scatter. The data shown are but 
a small part of the switch firing voltage-cell pressure data used to establ'Sh the switch 
operating voltage and cell pressure •̂ or the experiment. Adequate margins were allowed 
for the scatter found in the large data sample in setting voltage and pressure levels. Of 
the many hundred tests conducted in establishing the operating conditions of the gas-
switcn system, no switch failed to fire. 

DEFINITION OF PRESSURE SWITCH OPERATING CONDITIONS 

The Paschen data represented by figure IV-5 were used t' est . ' ',h the swUch volt
age and cell pressure used in the experiment. The nominal .«!Wn . .. ;e was defined 
by allowing a 100-volt margin above the highest firing voltage point observed in the liquid 
nitrogen temperature duta at the bottom of the curve, that is, the highest minimun. point. 
The highest minimum voltage observed was 425 volts. The electronic system was 
designed to provide 525 volts to the switch terminals. 

The cell pressure was set at a level to insure the firing voltage in the dormant state 
in the space environment was greater than 1000 volts. This voltage would provide over 
400 volts margin to insure no extraneous switch firing while the cell was pressurized 
with 525 volts impressed on the switch terminals. A large margin was desirable since 
there was significant scatter in the higher pressure Paschen data and since the pressure 
in the cells decreases, with a resultant drop in firing voltage, because of the cell expan
sion in a vacuum. The cells were pressurized to 1175 mm Hg to insure an adequate 
margin during flight. The firing voltages of cells in several panels were checked under 
vacuum conditions over a period of a year arid this margin was found to be at least 
500 volts. The switch voltage and panel pressure used in the experiment are shown 
with the Paschen datF» in figure IV-5. 
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CONTAMINATION EFFECTS 

A series of tests were conducted to determine whether either air or moisture in 
the pressurized cells would cause detrimental effects on the experiment operation. 
Although extreme care was taken in evacuating the cells l)efore pressurization, it was 
hoped that an inadvertent inclusion of air or moisture would not result in an experiment 
malfunction. 

Another series of tests was conducted to establish Paschen characteristics of a gas 
consisting of 63 percent argon, 21 percent nitrogen, and 16 percent air by volume. " ^ 
results of these tests are shown in figure IV-6. Based on these data, it was concluded 
that any changes in the Paschen characteristics were insignificant, and even a sizable 
quantity of air in the cells would not cause the switch to function improperly. 

To determine the effects of moisture on switch operation, several drops of distilled 
water were injected in a pressurized cell-switch test setup and pressurized with the 
argon-nitrogen gas and sealed. The pressure cell switch was then immersed in liquid 
nitrogen and, after reaching thermal equilibrium, was allowed to leak to a vacuum through 
a valving arrangement. It was found through several tests that the water froze and pre
vented gas flow in the switch-tee connection immediately after the leak to vacuum was 
established. However, after remaining connected to the vacuum system for a few min
uses, the ice vaporized and the ensuing drop in switch-tee pressure caused the switches 
to fire in a normal manner. It was concluded that even large quantities of water in the 
cells would only delay a leak to vacuum and operation of the switch and would not result 
in an experiment malfunction during the mission. 

Ni63 VARIATIONS 

An analysis and experimental study was made to determine the adequacy of the 
quantity of Nî ^ deposited on the switch electrodes. The results of the analysis and 
supporting tests are covered in detail in reference IV-3. This analysis included esti
mates of the time required to exhaust the volume of gas in the switch housing through the 
small tul)e connecting this volume with the pressvure cell. The analysis showed the short
est time required for the pressure to reduce from 100 mm to 1 mm Hg, the firing range of 
the switch, « ould be greater than 20 seconds. On the average, 94.5 electrons per second 
are available from the Nî ^ to initiate the ionization process. This quantity is adequate 
to initiate gas ionization and switch firing during the most rapid leak. Experimentally, 
it was not pos.Uble to induce switch failure to fire by initiating rapid leak rates. 

The amount of Nî ^ plated on liie electrodes used in the Pioneer experiment varied 
from 0.00255 to 0.00345 MCI (0.00300 jiCi nominal). Tests were conducted to determine 
the variation in Paschen characteristics with large variations in the quantity of Nî S 
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plated on the electrodes. The results of these tests are shown in figure rV-7. The 
Paschen curves at both 25** C and liquid nitrogen temperature are essentially unchanged 
from the 0.00300 (iCi units. These tests indicate the adequacy (tf the amount of Nî ^ 
used on the switch electrodes. 

SPUTTERING STUDY 

To investigate the possibility of test firii^;s sputtering electrode material and 
changing the pressure cell chauracteristics, a sample of cell-mounted transducers were 
forced to sputter in a continuous glow circuit that permitted am>raximately 1 watt of dis-
s^tion across the transducer for several seconds. Afterwards, leakage impedances 
were checked and otiserved to be still above 10^^ ohms and indicated that sputtered 
material had not created a significant metal film path lietween the electrodes. The fir
ing voltages of the cells were observed to be approximately the same as before sputter
ing. The transducers were then removed from their housings and examined under a 
microscope for evidence of sfMittering. In the most severe cases, the electrode surfaces, 
both anodes and cathodes, had a different finish; thus, some sputtering had occurred. 
Finally, the radioactivity of the transducers was measured and compared vdth previous 
readily. The cathodes were then removed and the anodes recounted. These results, 
presented in table IV-2, do not show any significant differences l>etween the electrodes. 
These results also indicate that sputtering of electrode material including the Nî ^ elec
troplate did occtir. Increasing the power dissipated and time did not significantly influ
ence the results and suggests that the sputtering t>ecame localized on the <>lectiodes and 
continued in the same area. 

It is significant that although power dissipation in this sample was increased so that 
sputtering was caused to occur, it did not degrade the pressure cell performance. It is 
concluded, therefore, that the pressure cells could be fired in numerous tests without 
causing any degradation due to sputtering. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The cold-cathode device developed for the Pioneer experiment has been demon
strated to l>e a very reliable pressure switch. The only disadvantage of this off-on-off 
type switch is that it has no inherent storage of a penetration event and, as a result, it 
must be powered and monitored continuously by the instrument electronics system. This 
disadvantage is minor, however, since the instrument will remain on throughout the mis
sion and full-time data coverage will be obtained. 
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TABLE IV-1.- CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF GAS 

Component 

Nitrogen 
Oxygen 
Carlion dioxide 
Carbon monoxide 
Nitrous oxide 
Methane 
Acetylene 
Total hydrocarbons 
Water 
Water 
Argon 

Result 

24.5 
1.0 

<0.5 
<1.0 
<0.1 
<0.5 
<0.05 
<1.0 
<0.15 

-870 C 
Balance 

Unit of measure 

Molar percent 
Molar ppm 
Molar ppm 
Molar ppm 
Molar ppm 
Molar ppm 
Molar {q>m 
Molar ppm 
Molar ppm 
Dewpoint 
Molar iq>m 

TABLE IV-2.- SPUTTERING STUDY RESULTS 

Transducer 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Power 
dissipated, 

W 

0.76 
.76 

1.4 
1.4 
1.4 

Time, 
sec 

15 
30 
15 
30 

120 

Radioactivity, 
MCi 

Initial 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

After 
sputtering 

0.8 
.7 
.9 
.8 
.8 

Anode 
only 

0.4 
.3 
.6 
.4 
.4 
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Figure IV-5.- Sketch of pressure switch assembly. 
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V. ELECTRONIC SYSTEM 

By John Thomson 
Langley Research Center 

INTRODUCTION 

As discussed in sections HI and IV, each pressurized cell has a switch which, in 
the event of a penetration will signal the loss in cell pressure. The meteoroid detection 
experiment (MDE) electronics system detects the switch impedance change, conditions 
the resulting signal, registers and stores the count, and converts the stored count to a 
digital data word in the spacecraft telemetry system. The data from the experiment is 
the cumulative number of penetration events which have occurred. The spacecraft has 
communications coverage by the Deep Space Network (DSN) during the mission. 

SYSTEM OPERATION 

The operation of the electronic system is dependent on a meteoroid penetration at 
a sensor panel and the functional control of the system by the spacecraft. Figure V-1 is 
a functional block diagram of the experiment. The experiment was divided into 13 panels 
of 18 switches each and 2 channels of electronics. Seven panels (126 switches) were con
nected to one of the channels and 6 panels (108 switches) were connected to the other 
channel. The two channels were used to improve the instrument reliability. The design 
and operation of both electronic system channels shown in figure V-1 are the same. The 
Instantaneous conduction of ''ny of the 234 individual sensor switches is detected and 
processed by the signal conaitioner and registered in the event counter. The parallel 
output from the event counter is transferred to the storage register and then converted 
to serial digital data. The spacecraft supplies the necessary word gates and bit shift 
pulses to convert and time multiplex the data to the science frame of the spacecraft 
telemetry. The spacecraft also supplies the primary power for the instrument and an 
instrument on-off control signal. The data transmitted from the spacecraft will con
sist of the latest count in the storage register. The number of meteoroid penetrations 
is determined relative to previous readouts from the spacecraft. 

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION 

The description of the penetration detector panels and associated switches and the 
placement of the panels on the spacecraft are described in other sections of this paper. 
Figure V-2 is a photograph of the electronic system assembly. The system is encased 
in a 7.5-cm-cube housing, weighs 409 grams, and requires a nominal 675 mW of primary 
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electrical power. Coaxial cable is used in the spacecraft wiring harness connecting the 
sensor panels to the electronic system to reduce the Interference caused by radio-
frequency radiation during switch conduction. The Interface connections to the elec
tronic system are shown In the block diagram of figure V-1. The pi.yslcal layout of 
modules within the electronic system is shown in the photograph of figure V-3 and the 
detailed schematic of uie system is shown In figure V-4. The two channels are indicated 
In figure V-3. Each of these channels contains a signal conditioner, event counter, and 
storage-register/converter. Where feasible, the system was designed by use of low 
power transistor-transistor logic (TTL) Integrated circuits to minimize the power 
required by the instrument. One dc-dc converter, shown in figure V-3, distributes 
power to both channels of the system. 

Signal Conditioner 

The signal conditioner (fig. V-5) consists of a pulse shaper to detect a glow dis
charge In a sensor switch, an OR circuit to Isolate the individual sensor panels, a time-
controlled transmission gate to trigger the event counter and bloch all ejrtraneous counts 
generated during switch conduction, and a reset generator to control the time the trans
mission gate Is Inhibited. 

The pulse s!iaper (the bottom modules of fig. V-3 and the schematic dngram of 
fig. V-6) was designed to serve three functions. The first requirement of the circuit Is 
to reduce the switch conducting power to a level which will keep the total Instrument 
power within the limited power supplied to the instrument. The circuit was designed to 
limit the energy available at the switch during conduction. The 0.01 nF capacitor stores 
1.37 mJ of energy at 525 volts (CV2/2 where C denotes capacitance and V, the voltage) 
which allows conduction through the switch for 1.5 msec per ionization. The capacitor Is 
recharged from the 525-V power supply through a 10-Mn resistor In 100 msec. The 
rt ilting 1.5-percent duty cycle requires an average power during switch conduction of 
15 mW. The 10-Mn resistor also takes care of the circuit requirement to eliminate the 
possibility of a shorted switch causing a catastrophic failure of the experiment. A low 
Impedance at a switch will drain a small amount (25 mW) of continuous power from the 
electronic unit. This level is well within the constraints of the power supply. A short 
at a switch will eliminate the associated panel from the experiment, but the lO-Mfi resis
tor isolates the faulty panel from the circuit. The resistive voltage divider and direct-
current blocking capacitor take care of the last requirement of the circuit which is to 
match the impedance and voltage levels of the switch driving the circuit to the Impedance 
and voltage levels of the TTL Integrated circuits. In the standby condition of no switch 
conduction, the voltage across the voltage divider is zero. In full conduction the switch 
Impedance drops to approximately 150 000 ohms and causes a 200-V pulse to be developed 
across the voltage divider. The series voltage divider reduces the high voltage of the 
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drive circuit to the 4-V positive going pulse required to drive the TTL Inverter Input of 
the OR circuit. The divider also marches the impedance of the inverter circuit to main
tain a logical zero of less .'han 700 mV. 

The OR circuit of the signal conditioner Isolates the Individual sensor pane's. 
When there Is conduction In any of the p-.;lse shaper circuits, the event will register at 
the transmission gate. The transmlsslrn gate (fig. V-5) Is a basic set-reset flip flop. 
The leading edge of the OR circuit output sets the P"ite to an Inhibited condition which 
triggers the event counter and starts the reset generator. The gate Is Inhibited for 
85 minutes to eliminate extraneous counts during switch conduction from entering the 
event counter. The Inhibit period v;as deteimined by an analysis to determine the max
imum cell leak-down time which could be expected during the mission. This analysis Is 
presented In section VIE of this paper. After 85 minutes, a pulse from the reset genera
tor resets the transmission gate and readies the gate for the next penetration event. 

The reset generator is controlled from the output of the transmission gate. When 
the gate Is In a reset condition, the output voltage level (5 V) holds the 10-stage binary 
counter in a reset-lnhlblted state. When a penetration signal sets the transmission gate, 
the output voltage level drops to zero and enaVjles the reset generator to count the 0.1-Hz 
pulses from the low-frequency clocl:. At the end of 512 counts (85 minutes), the counter 
output resets the transmission gate and enables the gate for the next event. 

The low-frequency clock (0.1 Hz) Is an astable multivibrator using complementary 
metal oxide semiconductor ileld-effect transistors (MOS-FET). The MOS-FET transif 
tors were used in the circuit to keep the pov.'er drain from the Instrument to a mlnlm"''i 
The high gate Impedance of MOS-FET also Improved the wave shape of the extremely 
slow clock pulse. In addition to supplying the clock pulse to the reset generator counter, 
the clock also supplies the load pulse to the storage register. 

Event Counter 

The event counter (fig. V-7) is a 5-bit ripn'-^-through counter that reglsteis the 
number of penetration events. The counter does not utilize a reset capability; therefore, 
the transmitted count Is relative to the counter state prior to each spacecraft interroga -
tlon. A flip-flop In a latched condition Is used for channel Identification, a logical 0 for 
channel 1 and a logical 1 for channel 2. The channel identification appears as a sixth bit 
of data from the event counter. 

Storage-Register/Converter 

The storage-reglster/conyferter (fig. V-8) consists of a shift register that stores 

the event count and converts the stored count to a serial digital output. Ir addition, the 

unit has a level converter and two buffer stages. The parallel output from the event 
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counter is coupled to the storage regi&ter every 10 seconds; by a load pulse from the low 
frequency clock of the reset generator. The shift register is controlled by the word gate 
i<?vels and the bit shift pulses from the spacecraft digital telemetry unit. The presence 
of ihe word gate level Inhibits the parallel inputs from the event counter and enables tl e 
slx-blt shift pulses associated with the word gate time interval to the clock Inputs of the 
shift register. The shift register then cycles through the six data bits and shifts the 
parallel data to serial digital data to be time multiplexed in the digital telemetry unit of 
the spacecraft. The level converter is required to make the instrument compatible with 
the spaci t telemetry system. The buffer stages in the bit shift and word gate lines, 
a Pioneer requirement, are for the protection of the spacecraft in case of a voltage fault 
in the instrument. 

dc-dc Converter 

The instrument Is supplied with primary power from the spacecraft power bus. The 
power conversion is accomplished by the dc-dc converter, the right-hand module of fig
ure V-3, and the schematic diagram of figure V-9. The converter was developed under 
contract with Wllmore Electronics Co., Inc., Durham, North Carolina. The system con
verts the spacecraft primary power of 28 V dc to Instrument voltages of 525 V dc to bias 
the sensor switches, 10 V dc to operate the low frequency clock, and 5 V dc to operate the 
Integrated circuits. The converter can be turned on and off by external control. 

DATA PROCESSING 

Tiie spacecraft has a numt>er of telemetry formats that can be selected by ground 
command. These formats concern data from the scientific Instruments and engineering 
data on the performance of spacecraft systems. To simplify the data format description, 
it is assumed that the engineering data for the spacecraft trajectory Is automatic and that 
the MDE Is only involved with the main and subcommutated (subcom) science telemetry 
format. 

The science main frame Is composed of 192 bits divided Into 64 telemetry words ol 
3 bits per word. The science subcom word of the main frame consists of two consecutive 
words, 6 bits. The science subcom formats are essentially a single frame of science 
Information composed of 384 bits divided Into 64 telemetry word., of 6 bits per word. 
For every main frame telemetered, one word of the science subc:>iii frame is teleme
tered. The spacecraft accepts the two digital words from the MDE Instrument as two 
telemetry words In the science subcom frame. The two words, equally spaced, are then 
telemetered In the science subcom word of the science main frame. The spacecraft has 
the capability of transmitting at various bit rates ranging from 2048 bits per second, com
mand controlled down to 16 bits per second, In factors of two depending on range and 
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receiving antennn used. The data readout for the experiment will l>e every 6 to 768 sec-
oixls depending on the transmission bit rate selected. For the prime data period the data 
readout is expected to be in 24-second cycles. The MDE telemetry format in the science 
subcom of the spacecraft is shown in table V-1. The computer program converts the 
two digital words in the science sut>com word of the main frame to a decimal nunilier and 
prints the resulting numbers as shown in table V-2. The on-off status of the experiment 
is displayed as a single bit in the engineering format titled C-1, word 24, bit 6. 

TEST PROGRAM 

The test program for the experiment and spacecraft was set up in three phases. 
During the first phase, the Design Verification Unit (DVU) was fabricated by using flight-
t3rpe hardware and tested to verify design feasibility, parts suitability, and fabrication 
methods. The prototype unit, used for phase two lestii^, was fabricated by using flight 
components and was completely representative of the flight instrument. The prototype 
unit was exercised and evaluated in all operating modes under conditions simulating 
150 percent of launch and flight environment to insure functional capability during launch 
and flight conditions. The third phase was the fli^t-acceptance testing of all flight units 
to prove their acceptability for flight. Four flight-acceptable units were fabricated, two 
flight units and two backup units. 

The ground support equipment (GSE) shown in figure V-10 was specially designed 
to exercise the electronic system for all testing prior to launch. The GSE provides an 
accurate simulation of the Pioneer spacecraft and supplies power and control functions 
for all unit level testing and trouble shooting. The GSE also Injects an artificial signal 
into the sensor output to duplicate hits at the sensors and processes the telemetry data 
for a nixie lamp display or recording on an oscillograph. The functional block diagram 
of figure V-11 shows the GSE experiment system used for unit level testing. Figure V-12 
depicts the oscillograph format used during unit level testing to record the profiles and 
signal amplitudes. 

A test that verified the operation of the electronic system was performed before, 
during, and after the temperature and thermal-vacuum tests and before and after all other 
environmental tests. Basically, the test consists of injecting the equivalent of 72 sensor 
hits to the unit under test to establish that the instrument is functioning satisfactorily. 
Essentially, the same test Is used for spacecraft level testing. However, the GSE only 
supplies the equivalent of sensor hits to verify that the electronic system Is operational 
following adverse effects from the test environment. The spacecraft supplies the power 
and control of the Instrument as In actual flight and the data are displayed on the computer 
printout. The GSE automatic sequence Is used for all testing with the exception of the 
counter-Inhibit verification which uses the manual mode of operation. A meggar test 
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was used to verify the sensor panel integrity. (This test involves the use of a special 
instrument which measures resistance in megaohms). The meggar test is gross, but it 
has been determined that a good cell will have an impedance of 10^^ ohms while an open 
circuit will indicate 10^^ ohms or more. This meggar test also verifies the isolation of 
the sensor panels from the high-gain antenna. 

Functional and Design Verification Tests 

The DVU unit was fabricated by using unscreened components that were equivalent 
to the anticipated flight components and the engineering model of the dc-dc converter. 
The DVU unit was tested in the sequence shown in table V-3. The unit level functional 
and design verification tests were performed at Langley Research Center (LRC) and 
verified the conformance to design, assessed the performance, and established opera
ting criteria. The physical properties, interface, magnetic moment, and electromagnetic 
interference tests were performed at Ames Research Center (ARC) and verified the abil
ity of the unit to meet design specifications. The mechanical and electrical integration 
and limited instnmient performance tests were performed at TRW Systems Inc. (TRW) 
on the engineering model spacecraft and verified the electrical and mechanical interface, 
instrument and data-sut}system compatibility, and the computer software program. The 
JV13 unit verified the instrument requirements, demonstrated that the design goals were 
met, and that the spacecraft and Instruments were compatible. There were four modi
fications to the experiment as a result of the functional and design verification testing. 

During the initial functional checkout of the unit, the integrated logic circuits were 
susceptible to noise. The noise susceptibility was reduced by decoupling the logic supply 
voltage line and rerouting the signal return lines. The magnetic moment measurement 
e.xposed a magnetic cable on the sensor panels. The magnetic moment of the panels was 
reduced to lielow specification level by replacing the copper-coated Iron (copper-clad) 
coaxial cable with a silver-coated copper coaxial cable. 

Two problems were discovered during the electromagnetic interference testing at 
the unit level. The first problem was that with the switches firing, the panels were gen
erating an interference signal above the Military Standard 462 specification level as shown 
in figure V-13. The radiation was reduced to below specification level by wrapping the 
sensor switches and lead wires with aluminum-coated Mylar. The second problem was 
In the electronic unit. The electromagnetic interference (EMI) testing showed that the 
dc-dc converter had a critical frequency of approximately 9 MHz as shown in figure V-14. 
The conducted radiation was reduced to l)elow specification level by capacltively balancing 
the power lines. 
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Unit Level Qualification Tests 

The prototype unit, a counterpart of the flight instrument, was fabricated by using 
flight hardware and was space qualified through the testing sequence shown In table V-3. 
The unit level testing was performed at LRC and the spacecraft systems level testing was 
performed at TRW on the prototype spacecraft. 

Environmental test specifications.- The following specified environments were used 
for flight qualifying the electronic system for the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft using the 
Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle. 

Vibration test: The vibration was ai^lied along each of the orthogonal axes as 
shown in figure V-2 for a 1 g sine sweep from 10 to 2000 Hz and a sinusoidal and ran
dom motion vibration as listed in tables V-4 and V-5. 

Acceleration test: The unit was mounted on the acceleration table at an angle of ''O*' 
from the vertical spin axis which allowed the 3 minute 48 g acceleration level to be applied 
to the unit along the same axis as it was applied to during launch acceleration. 

Shock test: The unit was subjected to a half-sinusoidal shock level of 50 g for a 
duration of 6 msec along each of the orthogonal axes. The unit was dropped three times 
per axis at this level. 

Temperature test: The unit, while operating, was subjected to temperature 
extremes of -29° C and 38° C. 

Humidity test: The unit was exposed to a temperature of 30° C and a relative 
humidity of 95 percent for a period of 24 hours. 

Thermal-vacuum test: The operating unit was subjected to an 34-hour, -29° C 
temperature soak, and a 84-hour 38° C temperature soak at a vacuum of 10"^ mm of 
mercury. 

Unit level qualification test results.- The prototype unit had a total of four failures 
at the end of unit level testing. The failures were: one operator fault, one design defi
ciency, and two defective TTL Integrated circuits. Detailed failure analyses were run 
and precautions were taken to minimize the possibility of reoccurrence. 

Unit Level Flight Acceptance Tests 

All flight units were tested In the sequence shown In table V-3 and were determined 
to be acceptable for flight. The backup units were not tested at the spacecraft level. 

Environmental test specifications: The following test specifications were for flight 
acceptance of the instrument for the Pioneer 10 and 11 flights using the Atlas/Centaur 
launch vehicle. 



vibration tests: The vibration was applied along each of the orthogonal axes shown 
in figure V-2 for a 1 g sine sweep from 10 to 2000 Hz and a sinusoidal and random motion 
vibration as listed in tables V-6 and V-7. 

Temperature tests: The unit 'while operating, was subjected to temperature 
extremes of -18° C and 32° C. 

Thermal-vacuum test: The operating unit was subjected to a 84-hour, -18° C tem
perature soak and a 84-hour, 32° C temperature soak at a pressure of 10'^ mm of 
mercury. 

Unit level flight acceptance test results.- All unit level testing was completed on the 
flight and backup unit with a total of two failures. The failures were caused by an opera
tor error and a defective TTL integrated circuit. Detailed failure analyses were run and 
precautions were taken to minimize the possibility of reoccurrence. 

Spacecraft Level Tests 

The following section is a brief description of the spacecraft level testing that was 
performed at the spacecraft contractor's (TRW) lalx>ratories. The engineering-model 
spacecraft and the DVU were used for mechanical and electrical Interface testing, limited 
Instrument tests, and for proofing the procedures. The prototype spacecraft and Instru
ment were used to complete all testing at the qualification environmental levels and were 
also used for proofing the test procedures. The flight spacecraft and Instrument followed 
the prototype sequence of testing but at flight-acceptance environmental levels. 

Limited Instrument performance test.- An end-to-end systems test was used to 
verify the compatablllty of the instrument with the data subsystem of the spacecraft and 
to verify the correctness of the computer software. 

Integrated system test.- An end-to-end test of the complete system was used to 
verify satisfactory operation of the Instrument. 

Spacecraft EMI determination.- A measurement of the electromagnetic signature of 
the spacecraft was used to evaluate the effect of EMI on the spacecraft bus. 

Detailed Instrument performance test.- An end-to-end test for a detailed examina
tion of the operation of each experimenter's Instrument with all Instruments and subsys
tems operating was performed. 

Radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG). spacecraft, and instrument Integration 
test.- A performance monitoring test was performed to establish the compatibility of the 
radioisotope thermoelectric generator, spacecraft and Instrument with the radioisotope 
thermoelectric generator (RTG) configured for flight. 
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Spacecraft magnetic field susceptibility test.- A performance monitoring test was 
made to observe the effect on the operation of the spacecraft and the Instruments when the 
spacecraft Is placed in a magnetic field of up to 20 gauss peak to peak. 

Spin test.- A performance monitoring test was made to verify the operation of all 
systems with the spacecraft rotating at 180 revolutions per minute. 

Functional test.- A functional checkout of the spacecraft systems was made to verify 
operation after all prior testing. 

/ibration test.- A performance monitoring test was made to verify operation of 
spacecraft systems after being exposed to qualification or flight-acceptance level 
vibrations. 

Thermal-vacuum test.- A performance monitoring test was performed to verify 
complete spacecraft functional capabilities under simulated flight environment. Simu
lated sun levels at 0.9 AU and 5.5 AU at a pressure of 10"^ mm Hg are used for this 
test. 

Post environmental instrument performance test.- A detailed Instrument perform
ance test was made after the spacecraft and instrument have successfully completed all 
environmental tests. 

Launch site Integrated system test.- An end-to-end test was made to verify the 
satisfactory operation of the Instrument upon arrival at Eastern Test Range. 

Launch site detailed instrument performance test.- A final detailed examination of 
the operation of the Instrument was made before committing to launch. 

Spacecraft level test results.- The prototype Instrument was successfully qualified 
for flight on the prototype spacecraft and the flight instruments were found to he accepta
ble on the flight spacecraft. 
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TABLE V-1.- TELEMETRY FORMAT 

Science subcom 
word 

Bit 

Weighting 

Type data 

7 

1 

2° 

2 

2^ 

3 

23 

4 

22 

5 

2^ 

6 

2° 

0 Event count 

Channel 1 

39 

1 

2° 

2 

2^ 

3 

23 

4 

22 

5 

2' 

6 

2° 

1 Event count 

Channel 2 

TABLE V-2 - DA'" A FORMAT 

Experiment 
identification 

/ L / 
/ L / 
/ L / 
/ L / 

Decimal 
number 

XX 
XX 

*̂ xx 
**xx 

Channel 
Identification* 

0 
1 
0 
1 

0 indicates channel 1; 1 denotes channel 2. 
Indicates change in value compared with 

last readout. 
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TABLE V-m.- INSTRUMENT TEST SEQUENCE 
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TABLE V-4.- SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION 

[Sweep rate, 2 octaves/minute] 

Axis 

Z-Z 
and 
Y-Y 

X-X 

Frequency range, 
Hz 

5 to 22 
22 to 50 
50 to 200 

5 to 18 
18 to 150 

150 to 200 

Acceleration, 
g units 
^peak) 

*0.4 
10.0 
6.0 

*0.4 
6.5 
9.0 

'^Jnits are inches double amplitude instead of g units. 

TABLE V-5.- RANDOM MOTION VIBRATION 

[jest duration, 2 mlnutes/axls] 

Axis 

All 

Frequency range, 
Hz 

20 to 60 

60 to 1500 

1500 to 2000 

Power spectral 

Increases at 12 dB/octave 
to 0.2 at 60 Hz 

0.2 

Decreases at 12 dB/octave 
from 0.2 at 1500 Hz 



TABLE V-6.- SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION 

[sweep rate, 4 octaves/minute] 

Axis 

Z-Z 

X-X 

Y-Y 

Frequency range, 
Hz 

5 to 40 
40 to 70 
70 to 200 

5 to 150 
150 to 200 

5 to 60 
60 to 90 
90 to 200 

Acceleration, 
g units 
(peak) 

13.5 
6.5 
3.5 

4.5 
5.5 

4.5 
8.5 
2.0 

TABLE V-7.- RANDOM MOTION VIBRATION 

[Test duration, 1 minute /axis] 

Axis 

All 

Frequency range, 
Hz 

20 to 60 

60 to 1500 

Power spectral 
density, 
gZ/Hz' 

Increases at 12 dB/octave 
to 0.089 at 60 Hz 

0.089 

1500 to 2000 Decreases at 12 dB/octave 
from 0.089 at 1500 Hz 
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Figture V-5.- Signal coMitioner. 
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Figure V-6.- Pulse shaping c ircui t . 
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Figure V-7.- Event counter. A, B, C, D, E denote c ircuits; R denotes reset. 
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Ground support equipment Experiiiient 

Sensor simulator 

Spacecraft simulator 

InstruTtient readout 

1 

Sensors 

1 i 
Electronic unit 

1 

Oscillograp.i 

Figure V-11.- Functional block diagram of ground support 
equipment and experiment. 
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DIGITAL DATA 1 

DIGITAL DATA 2 

Figure V-12.- OscillograiAi record format for 

electronic unit imder test. 
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VI. PRESSURIZED PANEL LIFE TESTS 

By Carl D. Parker 
Research Triangle Institute 

TEST DESCRIPTION 

To verify the adequacy of the design and fabrication of the pressurized cell panels 
for the Pioneer missions, a number of panels were subjected to a long-term test under 
simulated space thermal and vacuum conditions. Eight pressurized cell panels were 
used In these tests. Pressurized cell panels were of flight quality with the following 
exceptions. The switch potting on one panel was not applied according to fU^t hard
ware procedures, and several cells were not leak tl^t. However, these cells were deac
tivated prior to beginning the test. The status of the life test panels is summarized In 
table VI-1. Tests were conducted under vacuum conditions of less than 40 x 10"3 mm Hg 
with four panels maintained at room temperature (27^ C) and four panels maintained at 
liquid nitrogen temperature (-195^ C). The physical setup of the test apparatus is indi
cated by the sketch In figure VI-1 and the photographs in figure VI-2. 

The life test was designed to verify that pressurized cell switches would not inad
vertently fire with voltage applied to the terminals, but had the ability to fire if a leak 
should occur. The test consisted of applying 600 volts continuously across each switch 
aiKl monitoring for switch firings while the panel ambient environment was maintained at 
less than 40 x 10'^ mm Hg. Additionally, at predetermined intervals, the voltage on each 
switch was increased until the switch fired. The test schedule of the 138 active cells Is 
shown in table VI-2. The criteria for a successful completion of tests were that (1) no 
switch firings occur during the period when the 600 volts were continuously applied, 
(2) no switch firings occur at less than 1000 volts when the voltage level was being 
raised in the test firing mode, and (3) in this test firing mode each switch fire as the 
voltage was Increased beyond 1000 volts. Any deviations from these criteria would be 
considered a failure and sxibject to further investigation. 

Each panel used in these Investigations had been subjected to all tests to which 
flight panels were routinely subjected. Prior to installation in the test facility, the 
leakage impedance of each individual cell was checked at 1000 volts and was determined 
to be greater than 10^^ ohms. The individual cells were fired in an ambient pressure 
of 760 mm Hg and then fired under vacuum conditions of less than 40 x 10"^ mm Hg on 
several occasions over a period of 10 days. 
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TEST RESULTS 

The eight pressure panels committed to the long-term experiment were monitored 
continuously for erroneous firings. Periodically, Individual cells were caused to fire by 
increasing the applied voltage. The cell firing schedule Is presented in table VI-2. 
Table VI-3 summarizes the firing results from the eight test panels. Each table sum
marizes data from a single panel. Tabulated for each cell are averaged values of firing 
voltat, ^ at room temperature with atmospheric pressure and room temperature with 
vacuum pressure prior to the long-term test, long-term test firing voltage averages, 
and room temperature with vacuum pressure and room temperature with atmospheric 
pressure firing voltages after the long-term test. The number of data samples Included 
in each average is also tabulated since it varied significantly from cell to cell. (The 
weekly firings yielded more data than the monthly firings, for example.) These tabula
tions summarize the effects of immersing the cells in a vacuum and in a cold tempera
ture. As results with development panels had previously indicated, subjecting the cells 
to a vacuum lowers the firing voltage (the cells expand and the gas density reduces) and 
the low temperature increases the firing voltages. The significant observations are that 
the voltages remain at a reasonably uniform and satisfactory level for all coiulitions and 
are reasonably repeatable after a year of testing. The uniformity of results obtained 
before and after the long-term experiment is excellent. 

Variations in period-to-period firing voltages are illust.ated in figure VI-3. The 
cells selected (panel 092, cells 2 and 10) are from the liquid nitrogen temperature weekly 
firing group because more data are available and the low-temperature firing voltages tend 
to be less uniform from period to period. These results show significant but acceptable 
variations in firing voltages throughout the experiment. The variations appear to be ran
dom and not significantly correlated from cell to cell. A similar plot is presented in fig
ure VI-4 for two cells from the weekly, room-temperature group. The cell firing voltages 
from the weekly, monthly, and quarterly groups were plotted on probability paper, and 
these plots were examined for any obvious data distribution. A few distributions appea.ed 
to be reasonably normal; however, most of the plots did not indicate anything other than a 
random distribution. 

The most significant results from the long-term experiment are that the switch 
firing voltages remained at a satisfactory value throughout the experiment and, with one 
exception which will be discussed in a subsequent paragraph, no extraneous firing events 
occurred. Furthermore, when the experiment was terminated, all the active pressure 
cells were found to be in excellent condition; none had leaked or deteriorated i.i any 
observable way during the long-term experiment. 
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DISCUSSION OF AN ANOMALY 

Soon after the beginning of the long-term experiment, pressure cell number 11, 
panel 114 (weekly group, liquid nitrogen temperature) registered a significant decrease 
In firing voltage. Within 1 month, the recorded weekly voltages decreased from approxi
mately 1500 volts to approximately 1000 volts. Eventually, it fired during routine moni
toring and continued to fire occasionally. It was removed from the long-term experiment 
by removing the voltage excitation; however, it was caused to fire occasionally during 
routine weekly firings by increasing the applied voltage until a firing event occurred. 
Firing voltages observed during these firing events were satisfactory. 

When the long-term experiment was terminated, cell 11 of panel 114 was examined 
carefully for an anomaly. The cell was fully pressurized and its firing voltage was satis
factory. This panel was unique in one respect. The external connections to the switch 
electrodes in the other seven test panels were coated with RTV during fabrication at 
Langley Research Center. The RTV was carefully primed and applied in such a way as 
to eliminate any voids in the insulating RTV in accordance with standard procedures. 
Panel 114, by contrast, was received at the Research Triangle Institute without the RTV 
coating. Consequently, RTV was applied to the external part of the switch electrodes of 
panel 114 at Research Triangle Institute without priming. 

When cell 11 was examined, it was observed that the spacing between the external, 
negative electrode and the switch housing (i/osltive, ground potential) was significantly 
less than in other electrodes examined. The spacing was approximately 0.51 mm whereas 
others examined were approximately 0.89 mm. This close spacing, coupled with che 
pointed geometry of the electrode, was favorable to breakdown. Furthermore, the RTV 
coating was defective and a large void existed between the electrode and the switch hous
ing. Figure VI-5 is a photograph showing the electrode geometry after the RTV was 
removed. 

For spacecraft applications, electrical insulation must fit tightly onto the conductors 
and be free of voids, both within the Insulation and between the insulation and the conduc
tor. This absence of voids is necessary to prevent the trapping of gas between the insu
lation and the conductor. A gas-filled void existing in an insulating matr-1. . ' 'gher 
dielectric constant will have an electric field .nany times greater than » . " .. ' i n 
the gas alone or in a perfect solid insulator. When there are voids, the . . . . i^n of gas 
from the surrounding matrrial may make the volume near high voltage components suffi
ciently conductive so that breakdown will readily occur. Whan RTV is used, it is normally 
tliinned to reduce viscosity and allow its application without void. These precautions 
were not taken with the RTV application to panel 114 and a void is known to have existed 
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between the high voltage cathode and ground. Approved procedures were strictly fol
lowed in applying RTV to the other test panels and all flight panels. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The only anomaly occurring in the long-term tests was the firing of cell 11 of 
panel 114. It was concluded that the electrical breakdowns noted (..uring the 600-volt 
monitoring phases of the test were external to the cell. It was furtner concluded that 
the conditions conducive to such an occurrence were unique to panel 114 and the anomaly 
noted was not characteristic of the flight panels. 
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TABLE VI-1.- TEST PANEL DESCRIPTIONS 

Serial 

092 
114 
125 
154 
137 
146 
151 
161 

Switch potting 

Flight quality 
Not flight quality 
Flight quality 
Flight quality 
Flight quality 
Flight quality 
Flight quality 
Flight quality 

Cell status 

Cell 5 inactive 
All cells active 
Cell 17 inactive 
All cells active 
Cell 1 inactive 
Cells 4 and 9 inactive 
Cells 6 and 7 inactive 
All cells active 

TABLE VI-2.- PRESSURE CELL FIRING SCHEDULE 

(Numbers Indicate pressure cell number; mscheduled 
indicates those cells which were not fired according 
to a predete.'mined schedule but were fired at the 
beginning and at the conclusion of the testT] 

Panel 

092 
114 
125 
154 
137 
146 
151 
161 

1 

1, 2,10 
3, 11, 12 
4, 5,13 
6, 14, 15 
2, 3,10 
5, 11, 12 
5, 8,13 
9, 14, 15 

Firing scheilule for periods, weeks, of -

4 

3, 11, 12 
4, 5,13 
6, 14, 15 
7, 8,16 
4, .1, 12 
6, 7,13 
9, 14, 15 

10, 11, 16 

12 

4, 6,13 
6, 14, 15 
7, 8,16 
9, 17, 18 
5, 6,13 
8, 14, 15 
1, 2,16 
1, 17, 18 

24 

7. 14, 15 
7, 8 ,16 
9, 18, 10 
1, ? 10 
7, 14, 15 
1, 2,16 
3, 17, 18 
2, 3,12 

48 

8, 9,16 
9, 17, 18 
1, 2,11 
3, U , 12 
8, 9,16 
3, 17, 18 

4, 10, 11 
4, 5, 8 

Unscheduled 

17, 18 
2, 10 
3, 12 

4, 5,13 
17, 18 
10 
12 

6, 7, r-
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(&i PL CGgraph ;f roaa teispera-cure t e s t panels after-
ccapietion of loag-tena t e s t . 

(bj Ftiotograph of UU temperatiure panels in 
ccdd-vacuuiE chafflber after caapletlon of 
long-term t e s t . 

Figure VI-2.- aotographs of panels ins ta l led i s t . r t f a c i l i t y . 
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Vn. SIMULATION OF HEAVY ION AND PROTON IRRADIATION 

EFFECTS ON PRESSURE SWITCH OPERATION 

By Larry Monteith 
North Carolina State University 

INTRODUCTION 

Two possible radiation effects which could result in spurious outputs from the 
Meteoroid Detection Experiment (MDE) gas discharge transducer are suggested. The 
radiation-induced ionization could be collected in the applied field and result in a voUage 
pulse across the transducer. Secondly, the induced ionization could reduce the field 
required to sustain avalanche multiplication. A detailed analysis of either effect is 
beyond the scope of this discussion; however, a simple analysis will be presented later 
as a means to interpret the data. 

Without a detailed model for the interaction of irradiation with the gas discharge 
transducer and without reliable data on the heavy ion and proton energy and fluence 
expected in flight, a purely empirical test program was devised to simulate worst case 
conditions. Four gas discharge transducers were exposed to a pulsed beam of 576 MeV 
protons at an average flux near 10^^ protons/cm2-sec. These energy and flux levels 
were considered to be high relative to the levels expected in flight. The peak flux was 
nearly 200 times the avei^age flux and the pulse width was approximately 100 microsec
onds and occurred at 55 Hz. The proton flux covered an area of 6.5 cm2. The uniformity 
of the beam was assessed visually and the average flux rate was monitored by a Faraday 
cup. 

The gas discharge transducers were connected slectrically as illustrated in fig
ure v n - 1 . Briefly, most of the measurements consisted of an electronic switch or gate 
which was actuated with a voltage pulse greater than 2 volts. The switch turned on a 
lamp as an Indication of breakdown of the gas discharge transducer. The lamp glow was 
used as an indication that the transducer had discharged. In addition, the voltage across 
the 2200-ohm resistor during the proton pulse was observed on occasion when an oscillo
scope was used. The applied voltages across the transducer included both avalanche and 
nonavalanche conditions. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

By using the electronic switch as an Indicator for transducer discharge, four trans
ducers were exposed to 575 MeV protons with fluxes covering the range from 10^ to 
10^0 protons/cm2-sec. The results are shown in table VII-1. From these data it is 
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obvious that the proton flux had an effect upon the firing or discharge voltage of the t rans
ducer in the test configuration. Even though the magnitude of the voltage decrease is 
hundreds of volts, the percent change is the order of 10 percent or less of the firing volt
age without radiation. This condition is evident from figure VII-2 where the effect of 
the proton flux on the firing voltage is not very pronounced. Over the limited range of 
data a straight-line relationship on the log-log plot appears to be an adequate fit. Then 

Vf = * - " 

where u ~ 0.07 by fitting a straight line to the data. The major features of this result 
are that the firing voltage Vf is reduced in a hignx^ •'^nizing radiation environment; how
ever, the effect of ionizing radiation on the firing voltage is not substantial over the range 
of the experiment. In fact, under the test conditions, the radiation would hav3 no effect 
upon the performance of the discharge transducer as a pressure switch in t le mode of 
01 eration intended for flight. 

In an attempt to study charge collection of ionizing radiation, the oscilloscope was 
used to observe the voltage developed across the 2200-ohm resistor in figure VII-l . The 
observed voltage pulses were on the order of tens of millivolts. When the voltage division 
across the 10^-ohm resistor is considered, the voltage developed across the transducer 
during the proton pulse was on the order of volts at the maximum flux rate . Shown in 
figure Vn-3 is the magnitude of the current pulse through the 2200-ohm resistor as a 
function of applied field. It is obvious that the collected charge during the proton pulse 
will not be sufficient to develop the 2 volts necessary to switch the electronic circuit and 
yield a false firing. This condition was verified by actually observing the firing event as 
the applied voltage was increased across the transducer. However, the firing event was 
always coincident with the pioton flux which further substantiated the lining voltage. 

As expected the collected charge is linearly related to the flux as shown in fig

ure Vn-4. Therefore, it may be assumed that during the 100-microsecond pulse of pro

tons, the ion-electron aensity reaches steady state. Therefore, the conductivity of the 

gas should be controlled by the flux $, the lifetime of the ion electron pairs, and the 

mobility of the ions and electrons. In addition, tl.e instantaneous flux should be consid

ered instead of the average flux in the interpretation of the results. 

ANALYSIS 

The primary consideration has to be the simulation and how it relates to the space 
environment. Again, a worst-case analysis is used. The major factor will be the energy 
loss by the protons in traversing the transducer. The mass stopping power as a function 
of energy for protons is available from numerous sources. The energy los.«! ^r unit path 
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length is related to the mass stopping power by 

where 

3E 
8x 

ag 

1 gE ^ gE 
P ax 8̂  

density of absorbing medium 

rate of energy loss per unit path length 

mass stopping power 

For protons | ^ varies from approximately 0.2 MeV mg"^-cm2 at 1 MeV to 

0.002 MeV mg-l-cm2 at IGeV. At 576 MeV, | ^ is also near 0.002 MeV mg-l-cm2. 

The rate of energy loss could be increased ^y going to lower energies; however, the flux 
decreased for lower energies faster than the increase in -^ . Therefore, by using the 

high energy, maximum ionization density in the gas was achieved. 

Proton simulation is rather obvious. H the predominant energy of the protons 
encountered in space is near 1 MeV, the simulation should be scaled by the ratio of ~ 

at 1 MeV to -£• at 5'i-- MeV and the flux for worst case simulation reduced oy thlF 
»? 

factor. Specifically, at 30 MeV, | ^ = 0.015 MeV mg-l-cm2 and at 576 MeV, 
°? 

^ = 0.002 MeV mg-l-cm2. 

Using an average ilxix of 3 x lO^^ protons/cm2-sec corresponds to an instantaneous 
flux near 10^2 protons/cm2-sec. Therefore, the 576-MeV irradiations approximate the 
ionization effects of 30-MeV protons with a flux rate near lOH protons/cm2-sec. Obvi
ously, these levels are far in excess of the flux rates expected during flight. 

When heavy ions are considered, the rate of energy loss cau ce reKted to the rate 
of energy loss by protons by 

ilE I = z2 9£ 
^x! ax 

'ion proton 

where z is the charge state of the ion. One matter of little concern is the fact that z 
changes as the ion slows down. Obviously, the worst case occurs when the ion is fully 
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ionized. Thus, for carbon, z = 6 or 

aE 
ax = 3 6 | ^ 

ax 
ion proton 

represents an example. Therefore, when ionization effects are considered, a flux of pro
tons simulates a flux of fully ionized carbon ions at the same energy by reducing the pro
ton flux by 36. Proton fluxes near 10^2 protons/cm2-sec at 576 MeV can be used to sim
ulate approximately lOlO carbon ions/cm2-sec at 576 MeV with the ions fully ionized. 
Clearly, this value is far in excess of the hea\7 ion flux expected in flight. 

A brief analysis of the experimental results is given; however, there has been no 
significant attempt at a detailed model. Indeed, such a model would not add a great deal 
to the study. Regarding the decrease in firing voltage with ionization due to protons, 
there io no simple explanation of the observation. One expects the firing voltage to be 
relatively independent of residual ion-electron density for a dilute concentration. Basi
cally, avalanche breakdown depends upon the fact that the field must impart enough energy 
to the ionized electrons to insure that during their lifetir le they can cr \te one or more 
electron-ion pairs. Of course, there is the problem that in the total absence of electron-
ion pairs, electrode phenomena must initiate avalanche and consequently one may expect 
that irregularities in electrode geometry may cause unreliable firing. With ion-election 
pairs available in the gaa, the avalanche process then becomes essentially a gas-dynamic 
process and the firing voltage should be relatively insensitive to the drnsiiy of ion-
electron ionized pairs. The observations indicate a dependence; however, ii is a very 
small dependence since Vf o: $• v 13 

For the collection of ionized charge, the maximum voltage developed acro^d the 
transducer is on the order of a few volts even at the very high flux rates. Unfortunately, 
ionization outside the transducer near the electrical connections could be responsible for 
most of the charge collected. However, itie small voltage magnitude probably negates the 
need to give further consideration to the observations. A very simple analysis of charge 
collection within the transducer predicts about the voltage magnitude observed; however, 
the assumptions necessary to provide a tractable model make it difficult to be very defi
nite regarding any conclusions about the origin of the voltage pulse. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

From the experiments two conclusions appear to be reasonable. The simulation 
of ionizing is far in excess of what is expected because of either protons or heavy ions. 
Secondly, the f>ffects of the ionizing radiation upon the performance of the gas discharge 
transducer does not result In spurious signals which c?n be interpreted as impact events. 
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TABLE Vn-1.- TRANSDUCER FIRING VOLTAGES FOR VARIOUS PROTON I '.UX RATES 

Transducer 
number 

37 

36 

19 

4 

Flux rate, 
proion&/cni2-sec 

0 
0.36 X lOlO 

1.6 X lOlO 

3.3 X lOlO 

0 
3.4 X 10 '• 

0 
3.3 X lOlO 

0 
0.19 X iOlO 

0.42 X lOlO 

0.6S X lOlO 

1.7 X lOlO 

3.4 X lOlO 

Firing voltages, 
volts j 

1520, 1540, 1550 1560 

1400, 1500, 1510 

1450, 1450, 1450 

1280, 1290, 1310, 1320 

.350, 1360, 1370, 1400 

1140, 1200 

1430 1 

1090, liOO 

1490 

1460, 1460, 1460 

14?0,1420, 142v 

1370, 1370, 1370 

1250, 1250, 1250 

1200, 1210, 12.30 
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Radiation 

c > 

98 

Oscilloscope 

Output 

2.2 kfi 

-tight-emitting; 
diode 

Figure VII-1.- Schematic of electrical circuit used in 
irradiation tests. V̂ ,̂ applied voltage. 
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Vm. CALCULATION OF THE LEAK-DOWN TIMES FOR PRESSURIZED 

CELL METEOROIb PENETRATION DETECTORS 

By Donald H. Humes 
Langley Research Center 

INTRODUCTION 

The nature of the pressure switch and associated circuitry used in the experiment 
system made it necessary to inhibit the event counter at the first firing pulse of a switch 
to pr<>vent the osciUating firing action of the switch from resulting in multiple counts 
from a single penetration event. A trade-off was involved in selecting the inhibit time 
used. It was desirable to have a long inhibit time to allow the cell pressure to decay 
and the switch firing to cease before the counter was enabled to count subsequent events, 
but it was also desirable to keep the inhibit time short since the instrument could not 
respond to additional legitimate penetration events while in the inhibit mode. 

An analysis was made by using a model of the interplanetary meteoroid environ
ment, spacecraft trajectory information, switch firing characteristics, and a representa
tive penetration equation to calculate the expected frequency of penetration events and the 
resulting switch firing durations. This analysis based on penetration and switch firing 
duration probabilities is presented in this section. 

SYMBOLS 

A cross-sectional area of penetration hole 

d diameter of near-threshold penetration hole 

f j(P^,t) hole diameter function for meteoroid penetration 

f2(0,p,v,P ^ meteoroid penetration function for infinitely thick plates which takes 

into consideration the meteoroid parameters, m, e, p, and v. 

fgCd.t) meteoroid penetration function for infinitely thick plates which takes into 
consideration the diameter of the hole which would be produced in a thin 
plate 

g{e) meteoroid impact angle probability density function 
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meteoroid density probability density function 

meteoroid impact velocity probability density function 

V > constants 
^5 J 

Boltzmann's constant 

molecular wei^t of gas in pressurized cell 

mass of meteoroid 

number of molecules in container 

Avogadro's number 

number of holes of diameter d and larger in a cell wall 

number of holes in a cell wall 

number of craters of depth P^ and greater in a plate 

depth to which a meteoroid can penetrate an infinitely thick plate 

gas pressure in a pressurized cell 

initial gas pressure in a pressurized cell 

probability that the first hole in a pressurized cell will be of diameter d 
or larger 

probability that a pressurized cell will leak down in time T or shorter 

absolute temperature of gas in a pressurized cell 

wall thickness of a pressurized cell 

volume of a pressurized cell 



V meteoroid impact velocity 

VQ minimum meteoroid impact velocity 

V| maximum meteoroid impact velocity 

a,p,r},Q constants 

e meteoroid impact angle 

p meteoroid density 

p minimum meteoroid density 

p maximum meteoroid density 

a meteoroid mass distribution index, constant 

T time 

^ flux density of molecules on a container wall 

0 cumulative flux of meteoroids of mass m and greater 

(f) number of craters of depth P ^ and greater produced in a unit area in a 

unit time 

DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERAL PROBABILITY EQUATION FOR 

METEOROID DETECTOR LEAK-DOWN TIMES 

Approach 

When a pressurized container i s punctured in a vacuum environment, the gas leaks 

out through the punctured orifice by viscous flow until the mean free path in the container 

begins to approach the dimensions of the orifice. When the mean free path exceeds the 

dimensions of the orifice, the flow i s molecular. A transition flow region exists between 

the viscous and molecular regions. Comprehensive theories have been developed for the 

viscous and molecular regions, but none exists for transition flow. The theories show 

that the time required for the pressure to drop a given amount i s greater in molecular 

flow than in viscous flow. 
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Simple calculations show that when a near-threshold penetration is produced in the 
Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 pressurized cell meteoroid detectors, the gas will escape by 
molecular or transition flow. The leak-down times for the Pioneer detectors were cal
culated in this paper by using molecular flow theory because it applies in the case of very 
small holes and is conservative for larger holes; that is, it predicts longer leak-down 
times than actually occur. 

The approach taken in this analysis is to estimate first the size hole that a mete
oroid of given mass, velocity, density, and impact angle will produce in a cell wall. Next 
the hole size distribution caused by meteoroids in the cells is calculated by using the dis
tributions of meteoroid masses, velocities, densities, and impact angles. The probability 
that the first hole produced in a cell, the hole through which it leaks down, will be larger 
than a certain size is calculated from the hole size distribution. Finally, the leak-down 
time is related to the hole size so that the probability that a meteoroid penetration of a 
cell will result in a leak-down time less than a certain time can be calculated. 

Size of Holes Produced by Meteoroids 

Because of the distribution of meteoroid masses (ref. VIII-1), most of the holes 
produced by meteoroids in single-wall pressurized cells will be the result of near-
threshold penetrations; that is, the holes will be small because the meteoroid was just 
able to penetrate the wall. The size of the near-threshold penetration hole must depend 
on the mass, velocity, density, impact angle, and other meteoroid parameters as well as 
the thickness and material of the cell wall. Although empirical equations for the size of 
the hole that a projectile will produce in a thin plate have been published (ref. Vni-2), they 
apply only to the case where the projectile easily penetrates the plate and leaves a hole 
with a diameter larger than the plate thickness. There are no theories and no empirical 
equations to predict the size of near-threshold penetration holes. 

In order to simplify the analysis, it was assumed that for near-threshold penetra
tions, the diameter d of the hole produced in a plate by a hypervelocity particle depends 
only on (1) the depth P to which the particle would have penetrated a semi-infinite 
plate of the same material and (2) the thickness of the plate encountered t. This sim
plifying assumption is expressed as 

d = fl(P..t) (1) 

Experiments nducted to test the validity of this assumption are discussed in a later 
section of this paper. 
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Calculation of Hole Size Distribution Resulting 

From Meteoroid Penetrations 

From equation (1), the number of holes of a given diameter and larger produced in 
a pressurized cell exposed to the meteoroid environment depends on the number of cra
ters of some depth and larger that would be produced in a semi-infinite plate. If the 
depth to which a meteoroid penetrates an infinite plate depends only on the meteoroid 
mass, velocity, density, and impact angle (ref. vni-3) the number of craters of depth 
P and greater produced in a unit area during a unit time is 

0 0 

V 2 fi3 
^'-^l jMJ^j |̂̂ g(«)»^(P)i(v)d.dpdvdm (2) 

'P 
0 

where d(^/8m is the differential mass-flux distribution function, g(0) is the meteoroid 
impact angle probability density function, h(p) is the meteoroid density probability 
density function, j(v) is the meteoroid velocity probability density function, and 
m = f2(0,p,v,P^) is the penetration equation for semi-infinite plates. For a develop
ment of equation (2), see reference Vin-4. 

If the penetration equation for semi-infinite plates is of the form 

P^ = KQm«vV(cos 9)^ 

as is suggested in reference Vin-5, so that 

™ = Ki"^l/«v-^/«p-^/«(cos 0 ) - " / " 

where m, v, p, and e are the meteoroid mass, velocity, density, and impact ai^le, 
respectively, and if the meteoroid mass-flux relationship is 

<p = Kgm-'^ 

as is suggested in reference VIE-6, so that 

where <f> is the cumulative flux of meteoroids of mass m and greater and a is a 
constant which will be called the meteoroid mass distribution index, then cp is 



0 

For any given meteoroid velocity probability density function, meteoroid density 
probability density function, and meteoroid impact angle probability density function, and 
for given values of the constants a, /3, a, n, and n 

<̂ p = K4V''^'' W 

where K̂  is a constant for any particular case. 

Note in equation (4) that the distribution of crater sizes depends on the distribution 
of meteoroid masses but is independent of the distributions of meteoroid velocity, density, 
and impact angle. U, for instance, different velocity distributions j(v) are used, the 
constant K4 would change, but the exponent on P^, which determines the relative num
ber of various size craters, would remain the same. The relative number of craters of 
various sizes depends on the mass distribution of meteoroids and the exponent of mass 
in the penetration equation, but is independent of the distributions of impact velocity, 
impact angle, and meteoroid density. 

S equation (4) is multiplied by an area-time product, the result is the number of 
craters of depth P and greater Nn ; that is, 

* 00 

Np^ = K5P„-< /̂« 

But d = f^/P^,t] from equation (1) so that P = f3(d,t) and the number of holes of 
diameter d and greater N^ in a cell of thickt^ess t is 

^d = K5[f3(d,t)|'^'^" (5) 

Equation (5) is the hole size distribution caused by meteoroids. 

The probability that the first hole produced by a meteoroid in a pressurized cell 
will be of diameter d or larger is 

QH - M ^ (6) N d,o 
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where N̂ j ^ is the number of holes of all sizes which is N^ obtained in equation (5) 
when d is set equal to zero. Upon substitution Qj l)ecomes 

Q, 
_ E 3 ( ^ 

d • r- . ^n-a/a 
[f3(0>t)] 

Calculation of Cell Leak-Down Time 

The flux density of molecules on the wall of a container at low pressure is given in 
reference VIE-7 to be 

v\27rM/ 

1/2 
(8) 

where N is the numl>er of molecules in a container of volume V, N. is Avogadro's 
number, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature of the gas, and M is the 
molecular weight of the gas. Multiplying both sides of equation (8) by A AT gives the 
nimiber of molecules striking a given area in a small interval of time; that is, 

NA/NAkTV^^ 
*A AT = 2 ^ U ^ _ AT (9) 

If the area in equation (9) is the area of a hole, then the molecules striking this area pass 
through the container wall and the difference in the number of molecules in the container 
is (by assuming that no molecules enter from the outside and that the outgassing from the 
interior of the container is negligible) 

AN = -*A AT 

so that 

1/2 

^^.MIML] (10) 
AT V \ 27rM / ^̂ "' 

By the perfect gas law 
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and when the gas leaks out slowly so that the temperature of '̂ he remaining gas is con

stant, the change in the number of molecules in the container is related to the change in 

pressure 

AN _ ^P V 
AT ~ AT kT 

Substituting equation (11) into equation (ID) and rearranging terms gives 

,1/2 

(11) 

Ap 
P 

AfNAkT\ 

V \ 27rM / 
AT 

By integrating this equation, the leak-down equation becomes 

vl/2 
P A / N A ^ T V / ^ 

(12) 

where p is the pressure in the container at time T, and p is the initial pressure at 
T = 0 . 

Equation (12) is the leak-down equation for a container with an orifice, a perfect 

hole with no length. The holes in a real container wall have length and some of the 

molecules entering the hole strike the hole wall and are directed back into the container. 

By using the Dushman approximation of the Clausing factor (ref. Vin-7), which acco"'*-' 

for the molecules that return, the leak-dcwn equation for a container with a tubul; 

is 

l . H 
l o g e j r = i i A f A 

\27rM 

1/2 

(13) 

Equation (13) can be rewritten as 

d3 + ad + b = 0 

where d is the diameter of the hole and a and b are 

(14) 

a = 

4V log^ ^ 

''X^ 
AkTV 

^iM"/ 

1/2 
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-1^ 
4V log, f 

vr 
N^kT 

27rM 

1/2 

Solving the cubic equation (14) for d gives the diameter of the hole which will cause 

the container to leak down from p to p in time T 
o 

-(-h^. 
,1/3 

+ - #4> 
xl/3 

b f ^ a 3 > o 
4 27 

(15) 

d = - j^ lcos 

COS - 1 / - . b/2 

^ 27y 
4 27 

(16) 

When equations (15) and (16) are substituted into equation (7), the result is the 
expressions for the probability that a meteoroid penetration of a cell will produce a 
hole which will result in a leak-down time of T or shorter. These expressions are 

« T -

|i^#^r^(-i# 
vl/3' 

27) 

-(T/O! 

fa^O't)] 
•o/a 4 27 / 

(17) 

Q^ = 

n-
(cos - l / -b/2 

cosl 
K^^ 21 

-\ 

, t 

-y-o/a 

|f3(0.t)] 
•a/a (^t^<o) (18) 
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Equations (17) and (18) are the general solution to the problem of a pressui'ized cell 
leaking down after a penetration of the wall by a meteoroid. In order to obtain the partic
ular solution for the case of the Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 pressurized cell meteoroid 
detectors, it is necessary to determine (1) the function f3(d,t) which is the near-
threshold hole size equation for stainless steel, (2) the upper and lower threshold pres
sures for the transducer p and p, (3) the meteoroid mass distrilnition index a for 
the meteoroids to be encountered, and (4) the exponent of mass in the penetration equa
tion a. The first two have been determined experimentally and are discussed in the 
following section. The last two items were estimated from previous data on the mete
oroid environment and on hypervelocity impact. 

EXPERIMENTS 

Determination of the Size of Near-Threshold 

Penetradon Holes in Stainless Steol 

Hypervelocity impact tests were ..onducted to determine whether the simplifying 
assumption made in the analysis was valid. Measurements were made of the size of the 
holes that were produced when projectiles mide near-threshold penetrations in stainless-
steel plates. 

The projectile mass, velocity, density, impact angle, aiui shape were varied la the 
tests. Impact velocities greater than 5 km/s and projectile densities less than 3 g/cm3 
were used in all the tests l)ecause it was believed that the simplifying assumption would 
not be valid for either low impact velocities or projectile densities near the density of 
stainless steel. Meteoroids are expected to have densities less than 3 g/cm3 and to 
strike a spacecraft at velocities greater than 5 km/s (see refs. Vm-l and vni-8). 

For the three impact conditions tested, a single function of P , t, and d was 
found to fit the data well and supported the simplifying assumption made in the analysis. 
The data from these hypervelocity impact tests are plotted in figure vni- l . The equa
tion for the hole size in stainless steel was found to be 

d = 13 P^ - 6.5t 

so that P^ and hence the function f3(d,t) is 

f3 = 0.077d + 0.5t (19) 

Determination of the Upper and Lower Threshold 

Pressures of the Transducer 

Tests were conducted at Research Triangle Institute, under contract NAS 1-9420 
to establish the Paschen curves for the transducers with a gas mixture of 75 percent argon 
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and 25 percent nitrogen at two temperatures. These Paschen curves, presented in fig
ure Vin-2, show the mutual conditions of voltage across the terminals and gas pressure 
in the cell which will cause the transducer to conduct. The conditions under which con
duction will occur lie above the curve. To provide an example, consider the case where 
the applied voltage for the switch is 525 volts and the initial pressure in the meteoroid 
detector cell is greater than 130 torr (1 torr = 133.3 N/m2). When a meteoroid penetra
tion occurs, the gas pressure decreases while the applied voltage remains constant so 
that at 77 K, p/p = 0.0667 and at 295 K, p/p^ = 0.0154. 

CALCULATION OF THE PROBABLE DURATION OF 

THE TRANSDUCER CONDUCTION PERIOD 

When the equation for the hole size in stainless steel (eq. (19)) is substituted into 
the general probability equation for the leak-down time of a pressurized cell (eqs. (17) 
or (18)), the result is 

o -
' ^ T -

/ / \*^3 , . .1/3 "I 

13 13 2 
t/2 J 

-\-a/a 

{f4''^) (20) 

%' 

H ^cos 
»/ 3 

13 
t/2 

, t 
' 2 

—i-o/a 

(^^ll<°) (21) 

where a and b are 

a s 
4V log, ^ 

eP^ 

TTT 
2i7M, 

.1/2 
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b = 3t 
4V log, f-

ITT 

^ N ^ 

27rM, 

.1/2 

The probability that a hole produced in a Pioneer 10 or Pioneer 11 meteoroid detec
tor would result in a transducer conduction period oS T or shorter was calculated by 
using equations (20) and (21). The Pioneer cells have a volume of 2.5 cm3 and are pres
surized with a gas mixture which is 75 percent argon and 25 percent nitrogen. A molecu
lar weight of 37 was used in the calculations in this paper. The value of a found exper
imentally (ref. Vin-9) to be 0.352 was used in this paper. 

Calculations were made for both detector thicknesses used for the Pioneer experi
ments, the 25.4-|im-thick detector results are shown in figures Vin-3 and Vin-4, and 
the 50.8-|im-thick detector results are shown in figures Vin-5 and VIQ-S. The mete
oroid mass distribution index for meteoroids near the earth has been calculated to be in 
the 0.2 to 1.2 range (ref. VHI-l) depending on the size of the meteoroids, and has been 
estimated to be 0.84 in the asteroid belt (ref. Vffl-8). Values of 0.67, 1.0, and 1.34 were 
used for the meteoroid mass distribution index in this paper and the effect of this param
eter is shown in figures Vin-3 and VIE-5. Calculations were made for temperatures of 
77 K and 295 K and the effect of the detector temperature is shown in figures Vin-4 and 

vin-6. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The leak-down times calculated were used in electronic system design trade-off 
studies and an inhibit time of 85 minutes selected. The calculations indicate there is 
only a 0.09 to 0.18 probability that a 25-|im cell and a 0.06 to 0.12 probability that a 50-fim 
cell will take longer than 85 minutes to leak down, depending on the cell temperature and 
the mass distribution of the meteoroids. The inhibit time selected is sufficiently short 
that the probability of a legitimate penetration occurring during the 85-minute period is 
small. 
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Figure VIII-2.- Paschen cijrves with a gas mixture of 75 percent argon 
and 25 percent nitrogen for transducers coated with Ni°5. 
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Figure VIII-3.- Probability of transducer conduction period being less than a given time, 
showing effect of meteoroid mass distribution index. 25-nm-thick detector; detec
tor temperature, 295 K; transducer potential, 52^ volts. 
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Figure VIII-5.- Probability of transducer conduction period being less than a given time, 
showing effect of meteoroid mass distribution index. 5*̂ «8-Mm-thick detector; detec
tor temperature, 295 K; transducer potential, 525 volts. 
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K. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

By Robert L. O'Neal 
Langley Research Center 

The instrument system described in this report is a part of the instrument comple
ment on the Pioneer 10 and the Pioneer 11 spacecraft launched in 1972 and 1973 on 
Jupiter flyby missions. Early in December of 1973, the Pioneer 10 spacecraft passed 
near the planet Jupiter and thus completed the primary phase of that mission. The 
Pioneer 11 spacecraft is on a trajectory to pass near Jupiter early in December of 1974. 

One anomaly has occurred in the Meteoroid Detection Experiment instrument during 
the Pioneer 10 mission. Approximately 4 months after launch, spurious signals began 
causing the event counter for one of the two redundant channels to advance periodically. 
Sirce the instrument contained no diagnostic measurements, the source of the spurious 
signals activating the counter could not be determined. This occurrence has not detracted 
from meeting the experiment objectives since the data rate from the second channel is 
adequate for the definition of the metecroid environment level. 

With the exception of the one anomaly, the performance of the instruments on both 
spacecraft has been normal. Both instruments continue to provide data on the interplane
tary meteoroid environment, and the objectives of both experiments are being success
fully achieved. 

Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 

Hampton, Va., June 3, 1974. 
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